Blue Almile Walker

A[mite "R2"

Carbon Filler Harpy

Featuring ZDP-189 Blade Steel:

C22P - (PlainEdge)
An elegant and affordable variation
of Spyderco's original Michael
Walker design. The PlainEdge thede
ishcillowglundatthe cutting surface
with a swedge-grind along the spine.
Aluminum handle is coated in grayblue Almite; an anodizing process that
covers the handle in an enamel-like
coating that is attractive, corrasion
and scratch resistant. Features the
Michael Walker Linerlock® and
tip-up carrying pocket clip.

as7P PlainEdge, 067S SprdelEdge
The original C67 "R" has been
absent from Spyderco's product line
for several years but customers still
request it. This Sprint Run of "R"s is
similar to the original in that it looks
and functions like an erector set. It's
lightweight, it's sizable and it's tough,
ready for hard use. Intricate skeletal
handle and solid blade offer full-sized
cutting power with the least amount
of mass. Titanium colored aluminum
handle is coated in Almite and the
blade is available in PlainEdge or
SpyderEdge. Three screw clip keeps
the knife riding low in yoiir pocket for
convenient tip-up carry.

CaecFP PlaiDEdge, CO8CFS SpyderEidge
Spyderco occasionally offers high-end
carbon fiber handle variations of our
best-selling models. Collectors, and
those looking for something a little
different, highly covet these. In a first
time offering we're pairing the CO8
Harpy with a carbon fiber handle. The
Harpy's Hawkbill blade originated
in the marine/fishing industry where
severing rope, line and netting is done
at am's length quickly and efficiently.
The curving arc holds what you're
cutting against the sharpened edge,

The knife industry is constantly pushing the envelope
searching for, and testing, higher performance blade
steels. ZDP189 is rapidly asserting itself as an upand-coming steel. ZDP189 Steel blades are laminated
with ZDP189 being the core material (sam mai). It's a
powdered metal made dy Hitachi that has phenomenal
chemistry with 3% carbon. The hardness of the core
is around 64Rc and edge retention is exceptional.
Both models are being offered in a limited run with
this new steel technology. The Calypso's handle is
dark burgundy and the Delica's will be navy blue.

stopping it from slipping off the
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tip. It is available in PlainEdge or
SpyderEdge.
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Blade Steel: VG-10
BIade Length: 3-1/2"

Blade Steel: VG-10

Blade Steel: VG-10
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Handle: Almite coated Aluminum
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Expected Delivery: April `05
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Overall Length: 8"
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Expected Delivery: July-August

Expected Delivery: October-November
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